This note proves two results, one in characteristic p and the other in characteristic zero, which restrict the order of the center of some finite linear groups of degree less than a prime p which divides the group order.
G denotes a finite group, p a fixed odd prime, P a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Z is the center of G and z = \Z\. Theorem 2. Assume G = G , P has order p and is not normal in G, the number t of conjugate classes of p-elements of G is at least 3, and G has a faithful irreducible complex character y of degree rf < p -1. Let e = (p -l)/t. Then z < 2d/(e + l).
Remarks, If z is even, Therefore (p -e)2 > e(mp + e). It follows that m <(p -2e)/e = t -2 + 1/e, whence m < t -2.
Since C = C-i^V , we set the determinant of the appropriate scalar matrices equal to 1 (as G = G') to see that r)2^mt' + e) = T Since 77 is faithful on the cyclic group Z, it follows that z\ 2(mp + e), hence mp + e = 0 (mod z/2). Now z\p -e implies me + e = 0 (mod z/2) and (2, c) = 1 yields rn + 1 = 0 (mod z/2). Therefore t -2>m> z/2 -1. Hence z < 2t -2 = 2(rf-l)/e < 2rf/e. Since z|rf, we have z < 2rf/(e + L).
